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INTRODUCTION
The holding Company of T&T is one of the leading Dubai based Emirati specialist of
various businesses in Contracting, Kitchen & Wardrobes, and Fitout.
T&T Universal Trading LLC is part of the holding company that has three subsidiaries
Contracting, kitchens & wardrobes, and fitout with the technical and financial
support of the sister companies as a one stop housing solution to serve the customers.
T&T provides premium and customizable kitchens, wardrobes and home appliances
in the UAE and MENA region.

VISION
To be one of the leaders in the industry by providing beautiful living solutions known
for its quality of construction and engineering services, with exceptional customer
service.

MISSION
Our Mission is simple: To be one of the leaders in the region, create, design and
develop experiences that are distinctive, compelling, wow, world class and reflect
the individuality of the Client.
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Your
Dream
Our Team

You Dream it – We Build it. T&T combines extraordinary talent and global experiences to
create spaces, that can be as “classy” “cutting edge” or “timeless” as the
exceptional personality of each of its clients. No Matter what your style, we are
here to make it happen. T&T is committed to achieving the highest level of design
with a “turn-key” approach through our services offered. Our team is with you
every step of the way - from the initial concepts, furniture and decorative items
and material selections, construction document production, budgeting, submittals,
project coordination – always with precision, professionalism, attention to detail,
exceptional customer service and expert project management skills.
T&T is consistently recognized for its business acumen and its variety of innovative
design solutions that impeccably blend functional and aesthetic needs.
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Our

Services
Kitchens
Wardrobes
Appliances
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Kitchens
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Keller Kitchens
• Keller is one of Europe’s most modern and largest kitchen manufacturers,
with a mammoth 56,000 m2 production facility in Bergen op Zoom.
• In this state-of-the-art factory 2,500 kitchens are produced every week,
and shipped to satisfied customers worldwide.
• Keller Pre-Assemble an average of 25,000 doors on a weekly basis.
• Precision of Laser technology, ensures no adhesive seam is visible on doors
and remains waterproof.
• In Keller distribution centre, 250 dispatch trucks are loaded every week.
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FACTS & FIGURES
• State of the art factory spread over 56,000 m2, with an annual production capacity
of 120,000 kitchens.
• SAP - The Best in Latest Technology at All of the warehouses For Streamlined and
Seamless control via integrated logistics and barcode scanners.
• Stringent Quality Control Measures followed, producing an average 2,500
kitchens per week
• Your Wish is Our Command. You Pick Any Finishing Colour of Your Choice and
We deliver.
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Your Personal

kitchen

For You-Four easy ways
Interior style :
• Modern
• Classic

• Country

• Industrial

Trends :
• Colors

• Shapes

• Material

Personal Touch :
• Family composition
• Personal Interests
• Hobbies

Budget :
• Choose from a wide range of

colours, materials and finishes to fit

the kitchen to your personal budget,
without compromising the style.
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Laser edging
The average kitchen has a lot to contend with. It is exposed to moisture, heat and
intensive daily use. Well-finished unit fronts can significantly extend the service
life of the kitchen. Now, using laser technology, it is possible to achieve a more
beautiful finish and enhanced adhesion than ever before.

Invisible adhesive seam
Thanks to precision of laser technology, no adhesive seam is visible after bonding.
This means that the unit fronts look sleeker and the edges are easy to clean. It
is virtually impossible for dirt to accumulate in the joints and they will barely
discolour over the years under the effect of UV light.

Better resistance against moisture and heat
Optimum laser chamfering makes the unit front more resistant to moisture and
heat than ever before. This is a major benefit when using kettles and heat sources
such as ovens and hotplates.
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FRONT FINISHES
MELAMINE
Durable unit fronts made from wood fibreboard with a high-quality
melamine top layer, coloured on both sides. The top layer is
available in many plain colours and wood patterns. With wood
patterns (depending on the pattern selected) the surface is given
a wood grain structure. All melamine unit fronts are laser edged
for superior quality.

ULTRA MATT
Unit fronts made from MDF with an extremely matt surface feel
soft to the touch and are fingerprint-proof.
All matt unit fronts are bonded seamlessly by laser edging. The interior
of the unit front has a melamine finish in a matching colour.

HIGH GLOSS SYNTHETIC
High gloss unit fronts made from MDF with an acrylic top layer for
a perfect level of gloss. If required, the front can be edged with
a matching plain colour or glass-look edging strip. All acrylic unit
fronts are bonded seamlessly using laser edging. The inside of
the unit front is finished in a matching matt colour.

FOIL WRAPPED
Unit fronts made from MDF. The fronts are finished with a silk
gloss or structured or matt lacquer.
There is a choice of paint colours from the MASTER and
COMFORT collection or from the NCS colours collection.
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FRONT FINISHES
MDF LACQUERED
Unit fronts made from MDF. These fronts can be finished in silk
gloss or structured or matt lacquer.
Choose from the lacquer colours of the MASTER and COMFORT
collection or the NCS colours collection.

HIGH GLOSS LACQUER
MDF unit front lacquered in high gloss. High gloss lacquer can
only be applied to the Crystal model.
Choose from the high gloss lacquer colours in the MASTER and
COMFORT collection or one of the colours from the NCS colours
collection.

VENEER
These MDF unit fronts have a sturdy coarse or robust veneer finish
and are supplied with a vertical grain. The coarse veneer variant
can be finished with or without a vertical groove pattern. All
veneer doors can be finished with stain, silk gloss or structured
or matt lacquer.
Coarse Veneer

Robust Veneer

SOLID OAK
Solid wood unit fronts are made from a solid timber frame and
veneered internal panel. There is a choice of fine and coarse
wood. All solid timber models can be finished with stain, silk gloss
or structured or matt lacquer.
Solid Wood
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NCS COLOURS

“All lacquered models are available in different 1950 NCS colours. It is possible to finish
the whole kitchen or just a detail in these colours. The NCS colours are available in silk
gloss, structured gloss, matt and high gloss.”
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Ice

White

Blossom

Loam

Mist

Gravel

Graphite

Carbon

Clay

“The Keller Colour System is a kitchen design concept in which all of our models, colours,
materials and finishes are divided up in a way that is clear and simple. The system consists
of a number of current collections of which the MASTER collection is unique in the kitchen
market. The MASTER collection features nine contemporary colours in six finishes, all of which
provide a perfect colour match. This makes it possible to combine various different materials
in the same kitchen. For example, all of the unit fronts are available in all colours, including the
matching exposed sides. There are also always matching carcase and plinth colours, front
sheet materials, side pieces and casing panels and light pelmets and cornices. As a result,
all kitchens from the MASTER collection can fit into every budget.”
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ACCESSORIES

•

BLUM HINGES

•

BLUM LIFT UP

•

BLUM DRAWERS

•

DIFFERENT KIND OF LIGHTING

•

CUTLERIES

•

ALL KIND OF FITTING ACCESSORIES”
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Touch Reality at
a glance
Professional kitchen design tool
Save time and create a kitchen in 15 minutes
Focus on your design, thanks to our smart assistant
Real time 3D in a 4K resolution !
Fully mobile and versatile, work from everywhere
Browse through our wide range of catalogs with
real manufacturers’ references
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Wardrobes
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“NOVA” WARDROBES BY T&T

•
•
•

Nova have been active in the realization of

custom interior within a varied market area.

In its early years, Nova was mainly focused
on retail and the office market.

Nova have developed themselves
into becoming the specialist in

custom interior construction for the
•

professional market.

Nova knowledge and experience

with Well, BREEAM and Cradle to Cradle

projects make them frontrunners in the field
of sustainability

CLOSET STORY TIME
1. Master plan
2. Material
3. Inside interior
4. Complete
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XL

M

Width:

1200 mm

1000 mm

500 mm

Height:

900 mm

900 mm

900 mm

Depth:

590 mm

590 mm

590 mm

XL
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L

L

M

S

Width:

1200 mm

1000 mm

500 mm

350 mm

Height:

2500 mm

2500 mm

2500 mm

2500 mm

Depth:

590 mm

590 mm

590 mm

590 mm

ACCESSORIES

Shoe Shelf

Pantalon

Filter

Clothes Hanger

Hanger

Ta’or Cubics
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Appliances
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Wave Kitchen Extractor Fans
Technology and fashion for kitchens
Designed and crafted in the Netherlands,
the Wave kitchen extractor collection is filled
with some of the most advanced, powerful
and beautiful cooker hoods and extraction
designs in the world.
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FASHION FOR KITCHEN

Wall-mounted Model
The wall-mounted models are not connected
to the ceiling.
The mounting frame of the 1119 and 1120
means that they barely touch the wall. This can
be expanded upon by mounting island versions
2119 and 2120 in front of the wall. Very sleek
and spacious

FASHION FOR KITCHEN

Island model
The appeal of an island model is largely determined
by the mounting frame.
You can suspend the unit by a shaft, pendulums,
or from a ceiling-mounted frame; use a design
that is sleek, industrial, daring or rugged. models
2055, 2116, 2118, 2119 and 2120 are at their
best either suspended over a kitchen island or
in front of a kitchen wall. The dark colours combined
with natural materials, open constructions,
sleek lines, and daring shapes can be found in
all contemporary environments.
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FASHION FOR KITCHEN

Built-in unit
A built-in unit should be inconspicuous and of
the highest standard and quality.
Inconspicuous enough to blend in with the design
of the cupboard, less is more. Removing the
controls and led fittings leaves a sleek lower
panel. The steel can be painted in the same colour
as the housing. The LEDs can be switched with
additional LED sets to create a fine, inline lighting
effect.

FASHION FOR KITCHEN

Ceiling unit
The new collection of Wave ceiling units is the
culmination of all the unique characteristics of
a ceiling unit. Style, reduced installation height
and maximised capacity.
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Our

SUPPLIERS
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Exit 44, Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, UAE
Tel: +971 4 238 6488, Email: reception@t-tstudio.com

www.t-tstudio.com

